Just tap & travel with Ingenico OP2GO

Open payment solution for mass transit
Enabling payment cards & transport ticketing
90% of all transport transactions will not involve the use of paper tickets by 2022.

65% of cards being contactless by 2020 will boost open payment usage.

Open payment can be up to 3 TIMES less expensive than paper ticketing.

Mass transit and transportation will be facing major challenges for humanity in the coming decades.

- **Ecological**, to reduce pollution.
- **Societal**, to cope with growing urbanization.
- **Economic**, to adapt business model to travellers’ needs and expectations.

To accelerate the smart city and transport revolution, Ingenico is combining its payment expertise with ticketing know-how to launch **OP2GO**. This innovative open payment solution delivers security, speed and flexibility to ticketing platform providers and transport authorities, by accepting both **payment cards & closed-loop cards** on a single terminal.

**OP2GO** is opening up additional revenue opportunities and reaching a new level of innovation for the transportation industry. The solution is easily integrated into any ticketing platforms (validation equipment) and payment environments (banks and acquirers), and compliant with all security standards.

---

90%: Transport in the Digital Age – Disruptive Trends for Smart Mobility – Deloitte, March 2015
65%: GlobalData «Payment Card Analytics 2018»
3 times: internal market study conducted by Ingenico with transport authorities and ticketing platform providers/partners
OP2GO: an embedded offer for ticketing platforms

Key benefits

- Modernity
- Accessibility
- Part of smart city
- Cost optimization
- Future-proof technology
- Attractiveness (new users)
- Cut payment complexity
- Scalability
- Cost reduction
- Simplicity
- Pay per use
- Security

Let’s take a ride!
OP2GO is offering a unique set of readers that are revolutionizing the transport industry, allowing the convergence of ticketing and payment for a seamless journey.

OP2GO can be completed by existing hardware and software solutions developed by Ingenico

**CONTROL**
- POS terminals for control and payment of fines

**TVM**
- Self-service terminals for ticket vending machines

**DESK**
- Payment desk and counter terminals

**ONLINE**
- Web and mobile payment solutions for ticket purchase and validation in transportation

For more information, visit: [www.ingenico.com/op2go](http://www.ingenico.com/op2go)